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Emily Sparkes and the Wonderland Worries

‘Cow poo,’ Mum says, staring out of the kitchen window.
‘Look, Mum. There’s no need to be rude. If you really don’t want me to go to Winter
Wonderland, that’s fine,’ I say.
‘No Emily. I mean, yes, Emily. Of course, you can go to Winter Wonderland. I was just
thinking about fertiliser for the garden. You know, cow poo or something.’
You see? Is it any wonder I’m a confused child? Most mothers, in answer to the question,
‘Mum, can I go the Winter Wonderland event in the local park?’ would reply, ‘Oooh! That sounds
exciting, dear,’ or ‘Make sure you wear your warm coat.’ Not, ‘Cow poo.’ It’s not at all normal. I
will very likely end up with Parent Traumatic Stress Disorder one day.
‘Or maybe horse poo is better.’ Mum says, still gazing out of the window. ‘I’m worried about
my cabbages, you see. I think they’re looking a bit under the weather.’ She gives her vegetable patch
an affectionate smile. I’m very glad there’s no one else here to witness all this. I have enough trouble
keeping hold of my friends as it is.
‘Right. Well, I’m sure you’re very concerned, Mum. But, can I have five pounds? I’m
meeting Zuzanna and Chloe in half an hour.’
‘Five pounds! I thought you had free tickets.’
‘I have. I won two tickets in the Christmas assembly raffle.’
‘Two? So, you need the money for a third ticket?’ Mum says.
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‘No. Chloe went to see Mr Meakin and said the school was discriminating against people
who have more than one best friend. I think her uncle works for Ofsted or something, at least that’s
what she told Mr Meakin. Anyway, we got three tickets in the end.’
‘Oh. Well. That’s good, I suppose,’ Mum says. ‘So why do you need money?’
‘For food, of course. I’ll need some lunch.’ Sometimes I think my mum is more concerned
with feeding her cabbages than she is with feeding her child.
‘I could make you a sandwich,’ she says, opening the cupboard. ‘Tuna? Peanut butter? Tuna
and peanut butter?’
‘Mum! Everyone else will be having burgers or pizza. I can’t sit there with a soggy tuna
sandwich.’
Mum sighs. ‘Everything seems to cost money these days,’ she says. ‘Even free things.’ But
she goes to get her purse and empties it on the worktop.
‘I’ve got five pounds twenty-four, a paperclip and an ‘I Heart Wolverhampton’ shopping
trolley token, which doesn’t work.’
‘Why don’t you throw it away, then?’ I say.
‘I can’t,’ she says. ‘Gran gave it to me.’
I give her a quick hug. She’s very kind. Strange, but very kind.

I’m quite excited as I head off to meet Zuzanna and Chloe at the park. It’s the first day of the school
holidays and everything feels so Christmassy. All the houses have decorations or twinkly trees in the
windows. Some have gone really crazy with neon, glowing Rudolphs in the garden and flashing
Christmas bells hanging from the roof. I’m always asking Mum if we can have some outside
decorations but she’s worried Dad will have an accident putting them up. He still has trouble with his
ankle since he put his foot down the toilet changing the lightbulb in the downstairs loo.
As I get close to the park I see Chloe and Zuzanna already waiting outside.
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‘Hurry up, Emily,’ Zuzanna calls. ‘We’ve been waiting,’ she looks at her watch, ‘for three
minutes and 27 seconds.’
‘Yes, and my feet are cold,’ Chloe says. ‘And my legs.’
‘That’s because it’s December and you’re wearing a mini skirt and wedge sandals,’ I say.
‘It’s called fashion, Emily,’ Chloe says, rolling her eyes. ‘I’m always at least two seasons
ahead.’
‘Can we please hurry up?’ Zuzanna says. ‘It’s four minutes wasted now.’
We head off towards the entrance and Zuzanna hands me my ticket. I let her look after it as
she’s the world’s most organised eleven year old, and to be honest, things that go into my school bag
have a habit of never being seen again.
The park has been transformed by a Christmas miracle into a place of magic, merriment and
delight, I read on the back of the ticket. It’s going to be brilliant!

Walking through the gates of Winter Wonderland I’m beginning to wonder if we’ve come to the
right place. Not only is it a bit short of wonder, there’s not a lot of winter going on either. Well,
unless your idea of either of those consists mostly of mud. Next to the gate are two men dressed as
elves. This is a bit creepy, elves are not supposed to be life-size.
‘Tickets,’ one elf-man says grumpily and scratches his armpit.
The other grumpy elf-man shoves a map at me. ‘Have a nice day,’ he says like he doesn’t at
all mean it.
Zuzanna snatches the map from my hand. ‘Map reading is not your sort of thing, Emily,’ she
says. ‘Now. Yes, I see. We are here,’ she points to the bottom of the map as if she’s done something
rather clever not just read the word, Entrance. ‘Apparently, there’s a Food Court, Santa’s Grotto,
Tinsel Train and Reindeer Stables.’
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‘Ooh! Can we see the reindeer?’ I say. I love reindeer, almost as much as camels. In fact, I’m
thinking of widening my career choice to become a camel and reindeer whisperer. This would give
me year round employment opportunities.
‘No. Food Court first,’ Chloe says. ‘I’m starving.’
‘Didn’t you have breakfast, either?’ I say, as we trudge across the field.
‘We only had cereal, bagels, croissants, fruit, yoghurt, waffles and toast in the house and I
didn’t fancy any of them,’ she says. ‘I wish my mum would go shopping more often.’
Zuzanna is already leading the way. ‘Food Court is down here. Keep to the path and mind the
mud. Crocodile formation, girls.’ I do think Zuzanna will make an excellent teacher one day.
We follow her along the muddy track past a couple of dejected looking Christmas trees until
we come to a sign that says ‘Food Court.’ Looking around I think it might be called that because
they’ve committed crimes against lunch.
There are three vans selling burgers, ice cream and pizza slices. There are lots of harassed
looking parents with muddy children trying to feed them burgers to stop them crying. We decide on
pizza because the queue is the shortest.
Another elf-man serves us pizza slices. ‘Do you want Ho, Ho, Ho Ham and Pineapple or
Magical Margarita?’ he says.
I go for the Magical Margarita, not because I think it’s going to be particularly magical, I’ve
already lowered my expectations in that area, it’s just that there’s less to go wrong.
‘That’s £2.50,’ the pizza elf says and I hand over the money and get a very small slice of
greasy pizza in return.
‘This pizza tastes like it’s been boiled,’ Chloe says.
‘No. It’s freshly microwaved,’ the man says. ‘Listen.’ The microwave behind him goes ping
and he gives us a thumbs up sign before turning to serve the next customer.
‘Now I know why the queue was short,’ I say, after taking a bite.
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‘At least it’s only a small slice so we don’t have to taste it for long,’ Zuzanna says.
‘That’s because the man pizza man was being very elfish!’ I say but my jokes are not
appreciated, everyone is feeling very un-Wonderland-ish.

‘Can we go to see the reindeer now?’ I say when we’ve finished eating our pizza, which is
about 30 seconds later.’
‘I suppose we may as well get it over with,’ Chloe says. ‘Although, personally I don’t see the
point when you could go to Santa’s Grotto instead and get a present. I mean it’s not as if the reindeer
are going to give you anything, is it? Apart from fleas.’
‘Well, I’m very much looking forward to seeing the reindeer,’ Zuzanna says, ‘They’re a very
interesting species of animal, aren’t they, Emily?’
‘Fascinating,’ I say, with what I hope is an intelligent nod. Zuzanna smiles at me, as if we are
fellow zoologists. I think it’s best not to tell her I mostly want to see them because they make me
feel all Christmassy in my tummy.
Zuzanna and I trudge through the mud, with Chloe picking her way along behind us.
‘Really, this place should get some proper paths put in. They’ve given absolutely no thought
to the fashion conscious visitor,’ she says.
We finally find the reindeer, in a far corner of the field with their handler, an old-ish man
with a white beard. He looks quite like Father Christmas actually, but I don’t think it’s polite to ask if
he’s related.
‘Hello,’ he says. ‘My name is Mr Hekkinen. I’m from Finland. Have you come to see the
reindeer?’
‘They have,’ Chloe says. ‘Just pretend I’m not here.’
‘I’ll bring them out, if you like,’ Mr Hekkinen says walking over to the stable on other side of
the pen.
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‘Don’t you want to see the reindeer, Chloe?’ Zuzanna says.
‘If I want to see a reindeer, I’ll look on a Christmas card,’ Chloe says. ‘What if they have
Scandinavian Snow Sickness or something?’ She shudders.
‘Technically, Finland isn’t part of Scandinavia,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Well my immune system doesn’t know that, does it?’ Chloe says. ‘Can we just hurry up and
get the moose moment over with? We don’t want Santa to run out of presents.’
Mr Hekkinen leads two reindeer out of the stable. Proper reindeer, with legs and heads and
antlers and everything. I’ve never seen a real reindeer. They look a quite surprised to see us too.
They have little red collars with bells on and, as the bells tinkle, they make you feel all Christmassy
inside.
‘This is Ana and Elsa,’ Mr Hekkinen says. ‘They are both three years old. And I’ll just pop
back and get Sven.’
‘Oh. Ana and Elsa. Just like Frozen!’ Zuzanna says.
‘Bleck,’ Chloe says.
‘He’s a little younger,’ Mr Hekkinen says, leading out the last reindeer. ‘He’s only seven
months and a bit shy.’ The little reindeer looks up at us with big eyes, then quickly drops his little
head down making his bells tinkle again.
‘Awwww!’ we all say, even Chloe, but she quickly covers it up and pretends to cough. Then
Mr Hekkinen holds out a bucket of carrots to us.
‘Are you mad?’ Chloe says. ‘I have a serious vegetable allergy!’
‘They are for the reindeer,’ Mr Hekkinen says, looking confused. But then people often do
the first time they meet Chloe.
We feed the reindeer the carrots and chat to Mr Hekkinen about Finland. He says it’s very
beautiful and clean and the people there respect the environment. I must make sure my mum doesn’t
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find out about it or she might make us move there and respect the environment as well. Environment
is totally her thing. Environment and cabbages.
Mr Hekkinen seems to be looking for something while he’s talking. I’m not sure if it’s just a
Finnish custom, but I think it’s polite to ask, ‘Have you lost something, Mr Hekkinen?’
‘Oh. Nothing for you to worry about. It’s just I’ve lost my wedding ring. I’ve looked
everywhere,’ he says.
‘Would you like us to help look?’ I say. ‘We don’t mind do we girls?’
‘No, not at all,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Although, two’s probably enough,’ Chloe says.
‘That’s very kind of you but it could be anywhere really,’ Mr Hekkinen says. ‘I’ve been
working so hard, looking after the animals, putting up Christmas trees, helping wrap presents, I even
had to drive the Tinsel Train earlier when the fairy got her wings wedged and couldn’t get out of the
Portaloo. The trouble is they can’t get the elves nowadays. Still, no point worrying about it, I’ll just
have to explain to Mrs Hekkinen when I get home to Finland. She won’t be happy, though.’ He sighs
heavily. ‘I suppose it must have slipped off my finger. I think I’ve lost weight buying pizza and
burgers for a week.’
‘You can’t have lost weight eating that!’ I say.
‘No, I’ve just bought them, I haven’t managed to eat them, that’s the problem. Have you tried
the food at the Food Court? Revolting. I need to get home to some proper cabbage casserole. Though
Mrs Hekkinen will probably be too cross with me to cook it.’
I’m not really sure what to say. I think, ‘Yuck. That sounds seriously disgusting,’ might come
across as a bit rude, especially as he’s quite upset already. So, I just say. ‘Oh. Cabbages. My mum
grows cabbages. She loves them.’
Mr Hekkinen smiles, he obviously feels a bond with a fellow cabbage lover. I’m pleased I’ve
cheered him up, at least.
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‘Oh stop!’ Chloe says. ‘Enough vegetable talk! I’m feeling quite faint.’
I feed the last carrot to Sven. He munches it happily, then does a sort of cute reindeer hiccup
and looks embarrassed. At least, I think he looks embarrassed but I haven’t seen a lot of embarrassed
reindeer to compare him with, to be honest.
‘This place is entirely gross,’ Chloe hisses from behind me, ‘Carrots, cabbages and now a
burping moose. We need to leave.’
‘We’d better be getting off Mr Hekkinen,’ I say. ‘We’ll keep an eye out for your ring.’
‘Thank you. Have fun.’ Mr Hekkinen waves.
‘At last,’ Chloe says. ‘Remind me to entirely cross Finland off my bucket list. Now then.
Santa’s Grotto.’
‘Santa’s from Finland,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Yes, but he’s not there at the moment, is he?’ Chloe says.
‘Don’t you think Santa’s really for little kids? I say. ‘Why are you so keen to go?’
‘Two words,’ Chloe says, ‘prez ents. I’m not leaving till we at least get something for
spending our free ticket.’
Zuzanna sighs and looks at the map. ‘It’s right over the other side of the field,’ she says.
‘We could take the little train thing,’ I say, pointing to the words Tinsel Train on the map.
Zuzanna folds the map up. ‘Emily, I am the map reader, remember?’ she says. ‘Now, I think
we should take the Tinsel Train. It’s this way.’
The Tinsel Train turns out to be a tractor with a couple of bits of tinsel tied onto it, pulling a
little coach with wooden benches. I remember Mr Hekkinen said he’d helped out driving it, so, while
Chloe and Zuzanna climb into the coach, I take a quick look around the floor of the tractor.
‘Oi. Get outta my engine!’ A large woman in a fairy outfit strides towards me.
‘Sorry,’ I say. ‘I was looking for a wedding ring.’
‘I’m fairy, not a bride,’ she says. ‘I was engaged once, but he ran off with a Tinkerbell.’
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‘Oh dear. Umm…’
The fairy leans in towards me. ‘Never trust an elf,’ she says, as if she’s passing on some great
wisdom.
‘Right. Thank you,’ I say. ‘I’ll bear that in mind.’
‘Can we get going?’ Chloe calls from the coach. I climb in and sit next to Zuzanna.
‘Train is extra, you know?’ the fairy says.
‘What?’
‘It costs fifty pence or you have to get off,’ she says, sticking her wand behind her ear and
holding her hand out for the money.
‘It’s got to be better than walking in this mud,’ Zuzanna says. ‘I’ll never get my socks clean,’
she adds, rubbing at them, crossly.
‘Never mind your socks. What about my fabulous fashion footwear?’ Chloe says, looking at
her mud-caked sandals. ‘I’ve a good mind to complain. They’d never let this happen to Taylor
Swift.’
We hand over the money in exchange for three tickets.
‘These tickets say Seaside Special,’ Zuzanna says.
‘They’re left over from the summer,’ the fairy says, with a sigh. ‘Driving the Seaside Special
is much better, there’s no mud and I don’t have to wear flipping wings.’ She hitches up her tutu and
climbs up onto the tractor. ‘Hold tight!’ she says and fires up the engine.
The tractor roars into life and smelly, black smoke puffs out of the exhaust. Then we are
moving, lurching across the field and being bounced through the potholes like balls in a lottery
machine. It’s very difficult to hang on.
‘Euurrrrrrgh, this is horrible!’ Chloe yells.
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Zuzanna is looking very worried as she can only hold on with one hand because she needs to
hang onto her glasses with the other. Eventually, we make it across the field and the tractor growls to
a stop.
‘Santa’s Grotto,’ the fairy says. ‘Everybody off.’
We stagger out of the carriage. I am feeling very ill. Magical Margarita followed by Tinsel
Train is not a combination I’d recommend.
‘That’s was awful,’ Chloe says. ‘When will I ever learn not to listen to you, Emily?’
‘How is it my fault?’ I say.
‘You’re the one who won the tickets,’ she says, ‘and now we all feel sick.’
‘Well, I’ve had enough wandering about Winterland,’ I say, ‘I mean wintering about
Wonderland.’
‘You mean wandering about Wonderland, Emily. Luckily, we are your friends so we can
understand you, even when you talk nonsense,’ Zuzanna says.

Santa’s Grotto turns out to be a large tent, with some fairy lights hung over the entrance to make it
look Christmassy. Unfortunately, the fairy lights aren’t working. There’s a short queue of mostly
muddy people lined up outside and we join onto the end.
‘Once I went to see Santa in a huge Department store in America,’ Chloe says. ‘Obviously,
they had the real Santa there because they could afford him.’
‘So you believe in Santa then?’ Zuzanna says.
‘Well, when I say real, I mean, of course the real pretend Santa,’ Chloe says, going a bit
pink.
A girl and her mum come out of the tent holding a little gift in Christmassy wrapping paper.
‘Oh. That looks a bit small,’ Chloe says. ‘Still, I suppose diamond earrings don’t take up
much room.’
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‘You’re not going to get diamond earrings!’ Zuzanna says.
‘I know that, I’m not that stupid,’ Chloe snaps. ‘It’s just, you know – one of those things that
Emily’s always doing.’
‘What? Having a bad idea?’
‘No. A joke. Obviously, if we get any earrings they’ll just be non-diamond. Possibly, not
even gold.’
I’m beginning to wonder if Chloe’s ever actually been to see a normal Father Christmas
before, or maybe that was another joke. It’s very cold and boring waiting in the queue, but I keep
myself occupied looking out for Mr Hekkinen’s ring. Then, as we shuffle forward a little closer,
under a droopy Christmas tree near the tent, I see a golden glint! I duck under the barrier and run
across to it, I crouch down and peer under the tree, but when I put my hand on it I realise it’s just a
little bit of gold tinsel that’s blown there. Oh dear. Poor Mr Hekkinen, I wish I could find his ring for
him. I walk back to my place in the queue but a boy behind says, ‘You can’t come back in now
you’ve left.’
I turn around and realise it’s Alfie Balfour, standing with Gross-out Gavin. Chloe rounds on
him, looks him up and down and says, ‘Shut-up, Alfie. You’re just wasting the battery life in your
brain cell.’ Sometimes having Chloe as a friend can be quite useful. I duck under the barrier again,
back to my place in the queue. Alfie goes very pink and goes back to talking to Gross-out about how
Santa manages to go to the toilet when he’s flying around the world. ‘Yeah. I’ll bet he wees on the
roof,’ he says.
After what seems like an hour we get to the front of the queue.
‘Two pounds fifty,’ says another elf-man. This one has a tattoo of a dragon on his neck. Pity
it wasn’t a reindeer. He could probably have some antlers added quite easily, I think. I wonder if I
should suggest it to him, but he doesn’t look the type of elf who’d be interested in my Emily Sparkes
Creativity-ness.
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‘What? We have to pay again?’ Zuzanna says. ‘What’s the point of having a free ticket if you
have to pay for everything again once you get in?’
‘You going in or not?’ the elf says. ‘Plenty of people in the queue. Don’t keep Santa waiting.’
‘But we haven’t got enough,’ I say. ‘We’ve had to pay for Magical Margaritas and the Tinsel
Train already.’
‘You can all go in together,’ says the elf, ‘but you only get one present.’
‘Well, I don’t have any money left,’ Chloe says.
‘I’ve got two pound twenty-four,’ I say, counting out the change in my purse.
‘That’ll do,’ the elf says, snatching the money out of my hand. ‘I’m giving you a bargain.
Call it Christmas goodwill. Off you go.’ He pulls open the curtain to Santa’s Grotto and pushes us
through. Another elf stands behind the curtain and I hear the tattooed elf mutter to him, ‘Just the one
present, John.’
Inside it’s quite dark and it takes a while for my eyes to adjust to the light. Santa is sitting in a
big chair surrounded by presents. He’s a very skinny Santa and I wonder why they didn’t give him a
pillow to stuff up his tunic – perhaps it’s to encourage healthy eating.
‘Hello. What’s your name?’ Santa says as we approach.
‘I’m Chloe and these are my friends,’ Chloe says. ‘It’s only really me that matters though
because we only paid for one.’
‘I only paid for one,’ I say.
‘Yes but I’m the one who wanted to come in here, if it wasn’t for me we’d be hanging around
those old fleabag moose things.’
‘Reindeer, not moose,’ I say.
‘I think a reindeer is actually a type of moose, Emily,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Ahem… Hello? I am here, you know? I mean - Ho ho ho!’ Santa says.
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Chloe looks him up and down and sighs. ‘Yeah, and Ham and Pineapple to you, too. Look,
Santa. Let’s not waste time. Yes, I have been a very good girl. Yes, I will go to sleep early on
Christmas Eve. Yes, I have made a Christmas list but it’s very long so I’ll just give you the short
version. Mostly it’s a gold watch and a new plasma TV, because the one in my room is too small,
and an iPhone 7. I think that’s dealt with everything. If you’ll just hand over the present we’ll be on
our way. Oh, and Merry Christmas.’
‘Oh. Right.’ Santa mumbles, with that just met Chloe look on his face. He fishes around
behind his chair and hands her a badly wrapped present.
‘All finished? Good, good,’ the elf-man says.
‘Just a minute,’ I say. ‘You haven’t seen a gold ring have you, Santa?’
‘A gold ring? You only paid two pound fifty!’
‘Two pound twenty-four,’ the elf says.
‘Good grief,’ Santa says. ‘Kids today have no understanding of money.’
‘No, that’s not what I – ‘
‘Come along. Santa’s got lots of children to see,’ the elf says. ‘Goodbye,’ and he hustles us
out of the tent again.
Outside Chloe looks at the Christmas present in her hand.
‘It’s a packet of wine gums.’ I turn around to see Nicole and Babette, the twins, standing
behind us.
‘Everyone’s got the same,’ Nicole says and they hold out their bags of sweets.
‘Wine gums. Ewww!’ Chloe says. ‘They’re horrible.’
‘Yes. We tried to give ours to Gross-out earlier and even he didn’t want them,’ Nicole says,
‘and he eats earwigs.’
Chloe holds the package out as if it’s alive and slimy. ‘Ewwww! Wine gums. Someone take
them away.’
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I take them off her, ‘I’ll give them to my Gran,’ I say, ‘she eats anything. Even Liquorice
Allsorts. Although, not earwigs, at least I don’t think so.’
‘You can give her mine, too,’ Nicole and Babette say together, then they give each other
annoyed looks, because they both think the other one is copying.
I’m not sure if two pound twenty-four is good value for three packets of wine gums but at
least that’s Gran’s Christmas present sorted this year. I have a quick look in the wrapping paper in
case Mr Hekkinen’s ring has got caught up, but of course it’s not there.
‘Well, that’s it then,’ Zuzanna says. ‘We’ve seen everything. We may as well go home. I
need to wash my socks.’
‘We’ll have to walk. I’m not going back on that Tinsel Train,’ Chloe says.
‘No. It was an elf and safety disaster,’ I say, with a little laugh.
‘Was that another, you know – joke?’ Chloe says.
‘I think it was meant to be,’ Zuzanna says. ‘But, technically, Emily, there were no elves
involved in the Tinsel Train ride.’
Most of the time I find it simpler to laugh at my own jokes. We wander slowly back towards
the entrance.
‘Why are all those people queuing up over there?’ Chloe asks, pointing to a large group near
the ticket office.
‘I think they’re asking for their ticket money back,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Good idea. Let’s join them,’ Chloe says.
‘But we got our tickets free,’ Zuzanna says.
‘Hmmm. They should have paid us to come.’ Chloe says.
‘Hang on a minute,’ I say. It’s worth one last try. I go up to one of the elves standing by the
ticket office. ‘Excuse me,’ I say. ‘You haven’t had any gold rings handed in have you?’
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‘Gold rings?’ he says and calls to another elf inside the building, ‘Have we had any gold
rings handed in, Dave?’
‘Why yes, we have,’ Dave the elf says.
‘You have?’ I say. ‘Oh brilliant!’
‘Yes. Five of them, and a Partridge in a Pear Tree,’ he says and they both fall about laughing.

‘Well, Emily. That was a rubbish day out,’ Chloe says, as we trudge out of the gate. ‘Next
time you win a raffle, you should probably go for the cuddly toy.’
‘Emily!’ I hear a shout. It’s Mr Hekkinen, walking briskly across the field.
‘I’m glad I caught you,’ he says. ‘Give this to your mother. He hands me a bulging carrier
bag. A bulging carrier bag with a very strong smell.
‘It’s the best fertiliser there is for cabbages,’ he says happily.
‘Euuuuuurgh!’ Chloe screams and runs off, with Zuzanna following closely behind.
‘Thank you,’ I say as I watch my friends run off down the street. ‘She will be pleased.’

‘Reindeer poo!’ Mum says, smiling at the carrier bag the way Zuzanna smiles at an extra
difficult maths problem. ‘How marvellous. And you carried this all the way home?’ she says.
‘Well, I could hardly take it on the bus, could I?’ I say. ‘As it was no one came within fifteen
metres of me. It’s like in Tudor times when they had the plague. If Mrs Lovetofts finds out she’ll
probably get the whole class carrying reindeer poo around as a living history experiment.’
‘I’ll go and spread it on the garden right now.’ Mum says, and she goes out the door calling,
‘Hello, my little cabbages! I’ve got a special treat for you!’
Before I’ve even had the chance to worry what the neighbours will think she comes rushing
back into the kitchen.
‘Look what I found,’ Mum says, rinsing her hand under the tap. She opens her hand
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to reveal –
‘Mr Hekkinen’s wedding ring!’ I say.

We race off down to the park and Winter Wonderland. At first they won’t let us in because we don’t
have tickets but I keep nagging at the elf-man, ‘I’ve got something for Mr Hekkinen – it’s very
important.’
The elf looks at me suspiciously, ‘I’ve seen you before, haven’t I? You’ve not come to get
your money back I hope.’
‘Tell him it’s Emily,’ I say.
He gets out his walkie talkie and speaks into it, ‘Big Elf calling Moose Man. Copy?’
There’s a bit of a buzzy sound which I suppose is Mr Hekkinen replying and the elf
continues, ‘Girl here says she knows you Mr H., name of Emma. Over.’
‘Emily!’ I say.
‘Correction. Emily. That’s Lima Yankee. Over’
I can’t understand what Mr Hekkinen says in reply because it’s all too crackly but eventually
the elf grudgingly steps aside and lets us in.
‘It’s over the other side of the field,’ I say to Mum.
‘Don’t you want to take the Tinsel Train?’ Mum says, pointing to where a group of people
are climbing into the coach.
‘No. No - it’s OK. I quite like walking in mud.’
Mum looks a little surprised but we head off across the field to the reindeer stables.
When we arrive Mr Hekkinen is there feeding carrots to Sven again.
‘Ah. Emily. Nice to see you. You are our biggest fan I think.’
‘Mr Hekkinen,’ I say, out of breath. ‘We found it!’
‘What?’
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‘Your ring. Look!’
I dig the ring out of my pocket and give it to him.
‘Wow! That’s amazing Emily!’ he says and does a funny little dance. ‘Thank you! Thank
you! Cabbage stew for me after all.’
‘Cabbage stew,’ Mum says. ‘Ooh. You’ll have to give me the recipe.’
Mum explains to him about finding the ring in the reindeer poo, and Mr Hekkinen explains
about cabbage stew. I feed a couple more carrots to Sven. I wonder which of the reindeer it was who
ate Mr Hekkinen’s ring, and if it gave them indigestion. Then I remember Sven’s hiccups earlier in
the day. I think he has a guilty look in his eye.
Mum and Mr Hekkinen have finished chatting and it’s time to leave.
‘Before you go,’ Mr Hekkinen says, ‘take some more fertiliser!’ Mum cheerfully takes two
more stinky bags and I realise it’s going to be another long walk and living history experiment all the
way home.
‘But I don’t have anything for you, Emily,’ he says looking worried. ‘I know. How about
some free tickets to Winter Wonderland? You could bring your friends again.’
‘Well, err. It’s kind of you but probably not a good idea. Actually,’ I say, remembering my
future career plans, ‘if I could I just come and help you with the reindeer some time that would be
great.’
‘Oh. Yes, Definitely. Come back anytime. Tell Big Elf on the gate that Moose Man said
you’re the new Apprentice Reindeer Handler.’
‘Cool! Thank you,’ I say as we walk off.
‘I’m thinking of becoming a reindeer whisperer as well as a camel whisperer now,’ I say to
Mum.
Mum smiles, ‘Ooh yes,’ she says. ‘Good idea…I imagine cabbages would like Camel poo,
too . . .’
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